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DISCLAIMER

Anything that is bad is Chris Webber's fault

Including these slides



Plenty of requirements to test...

some of these were removed, but still...



And yet there’s this complication...

It's NOT a PROTOCOL!
It's a DATA MODEL!

A DATAAAA MODELLL!!!

tallted is right, but how do we test a data model?



Also...

Verification mechanism is flexible

Different VC implementations understand
different types of proofs



Last year’s ecosystem overview...



BYO issuer/verifier, we’ll supply the driver!
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• The test suite works!

• 28 of 31 tests implemented (or more, some
tests include sub-tests)

• DB’s Javascript implementation is passing
all but 3 of those tests



Bad news, everyone???

Chris reimplemented the test suite from Python
to Racket while nobody was looking

Everything works though!



Bad news, everyone???

Chris reimplemented the test suite from Python
to Racket while nobody was looking

We were running out of time
and I was stressed and ran

against a wall



Bad news, everyone???

Chris reimplemented the test suite from Python
to Racket while nobody was looking

Some tests needed custom checks
inexpressable as just JSON!
I needed a way to combine

code and data!



Bad news, everyone???

Chris reimplemented the test suite from Python
to Racket while nobody was looking

You can still define simple tests
as plain JSON!



Bad news, everyone???

Chris reimplemented the test suite from Python
to Racket while nobody was looking

Manu said the ActivityPub reports
page looked really nice
and to reuse that code!
That code was in scheme!



Bad news, everyone???

Chris reimplemented the test suite from Python
to Racket while nobody was looking

I'm not at TPAC so you can't
yell at me IRL!



Enough tomfoolery, let’s see it in action!

Yeah!  Okay we're gonna need:

• Racket (damnit, Chris)

• Do a git clone of
https://github.com/w3c/vc-data-model/

• Have a VC implementation handy! It’ll need
two binaries:

One to issue VCs

One to verify VCs

• If you have two different implementations,
you can test them against each other!



$ ./bin/vc-driver -i ../vc-js/bin/vc-js-issuer \
                  -v ../vc-js/bin/vc-js-verifier



--verbose



--verbose --mode gui

This came for free!
I didn't spend a bunch
of time on it, I swear!



Finally, to export a report

--mode report

Not much to say; exports a json document with
your test reports to stdout. Save it, change
your project’s name, submit it.



Gregg Kellogg demands more EARL output

Coming soon, Gregg!



Writing a simple test, using JSON:

First add to the manifest:

{
  "test": [
    // ...
    {
      "name": "evidence (url invalid)",
      "extend": "default",
      "file": "tests-1.0/evidence-url-invalid.jsonld",
      "issueValid": false
    }
   // ...
  ]
}



Writing a simple test, using JSON:

Next add the test file:

{
  "@context": "https://w3id.org/credentials/v1",
  "id": "https://dmv.example.gov/credentials/3732",
  "type": ["Credential", "ProofOfAgeCredential"],
  "claim": {
    "id": "did:example:ebfeb1f712ebc6f1c276e12ec21",
    "ageOver": 21
  },
  "evidence": "INVALID_URL"
}



Writing a Racket-based test for custom checks

(define proof-known-suite
  (new simple-vc-test%

[name "Proof uses known proof suite"]
[verify-valid? 'skip]
[issuer-checks
(list
(lambda (issued)
  (define proof (get-proof issued))
  (define proof-type (get-ldtype proof))
  (test-true

"Proof type is member of known proof suites"
(hash-has-key? proof-suites proof-type))))]))

Damnit, Chris



• Many tests can be written as just JSON

• Need to write custom tests and you don’t
want to write Racket?

Chris has some code where you can run
checks from a Python script

It’s a lot more boilerplate though



Implementation reports page?

Well we don’t have reports yet, but here’s what ActivityPub’s
implementation reports page looks like:



Image credits

• "Sir Not Appearing In this Film" from Monty
Python’s Quest for the Holy Grail

• Images from last year’s presentation
courtesy Manu



Questions?
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